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Warning  

Before removing the explosion-proof mask, 

please ensure that there is no pressure in 

the sight glass.  



1 Explanation of keys on all display interface 

 
 
① Area for selection of leak test function  
② Area for selection of refrigerant recovery  
③ Area for selection of flushing function of tube line of air-con system  
④ Area for selection of vacuuming the air-con system  
⑤ Area for selection of charging refrigerant oil and refrigerant  
⑥ Area for displaying low pressure of air-con system  
⑦ Area for displaying high pressure of air-con system  
⑧ Low pressure gauge for air-con system  
⑨ High pressure gauge for air-con system  
⑩ Area for displaying refrigerant amount for inside tank  
⑪ Area for displaying refrigerant amount for outside tank  
⑫ Area for displaying old oil amount drained  
⑬ Area for displaying new oil amount for injection  
⑭ Key for confirming the function  
⑮ Key for cancelling the function  
⑯ Key for selection of more functions  



2 Method for filling information of the car                                                                                                                               

 
 
 
Please follow above instruction, all car information must be filled before a car is going 
through any service and maintenance. This is very helpful for Back-End, garage and car 
owner to quickly search out the service information from Back-End for checking.  
The following points should be paid attention:  
 
1.  Brand means the brand of a car, for example: Benz  
2.  Model Number means the model number of the car of Benz, for example: S600  
3.  Contact person means the owner of a car  
4.  Phone number means the phone number of car owner  
5.  Date of manufacture should normally be 8 numbers, for example: 2013(year) 12(month)         
10 (day), you should input “20131210”  
6.  Job number should be numbers（0-100）  
After you have filled all the information, press confirm to go to next step.  
 



3 Method for using leak test function 

 
Please follow the display on the main screen on the below:  
1. Use your hand to touch leak test key, now there will display “√”on the up right corner 
above the leak test key, then press confirm key to confirm the function 
2. Then the screen will display the information on the picture below 

 



（1）This function is designed to find the small leakage in car air-con system, in the 
process, you can use leakage detector to check leakage  
（2）You must make sure there is no big leakage, if you can’t be sure, please cancel this 
process, otherwise it will cause the loss of refrigerant  
（3）Connect high and low pressure hoses to car air-con system  

（4）Press confirm key to enter into next step, press cancel to go back to function selection 
interface  
（5）If the amount of refrigerant is less than 4kg, it will remind refrigerant in the work tank 
is probably not enough, if you do leak detection now, it may affect the result of leak 
detection  
（6）Please do not start car air-con system  
3.Press confirm to go to next step, screen will display the information on the picture below: 

 



4.Press Start key, screen will display the information on the picture below 

1）Car air-con system pipe lines are full with refrigerant, please use leak detector to check 
leakage of car air-con system  
（2）Please do not start car air-con system  

（3）After finish leak detection, press start to go into next process, press exit to go back to 
function selection interface  
（4）Now the grams of refrigerant charged into car air-con system will be displayed in the 
area for display charging amount for leak test, time used for leak test will also be shown in 
the area between high and low pressure gauges  
（5）After finishing leak test, press exit to go back to main screen, leak test is complete  
 

4 Method for using recover function  
Before a car air-con system is repaired, in order to reduce the pollution to the environment 
and unnecessary loss of refrigerant, recyclable refrigerant in a car will be recovered and 
used again. Also, refrigerant is used for leak test. Before recovery function is used, you must 
use refrigerant purity odontometer to check the purity of the refrigerant in the car air-con 
system, if R134 a is 100% pure, then you can carry this process, otherwise the refrigerant in 
the work tank will be polluted.  



Method for using recover function is as below:  
1. Touch recover key until you see “√”on the up right corner above the recover key, 

then press confirm key to confirm the function 

 
 
 
 
2.Please see the below picture:  
The screen will display three function areas:  
（1）Remaining space of work tank: it shows remaining space for refrigerant in work tank 
inside of the machine, the total volume of work tank is 12L.  
（2）Pressure to stop recovery: when recover is carried on, machine will check the 
pressure in the air-con system at same time, when pressure in the air-con system reaches 
zero or below zero, it means refrigerant in the air-con system is completely recovered. The 
pressure to stop recovery is normally set to 0.00pa, but in order to increase the recover 
speed and reach a complete recovery of refrigerant, this pressure may be set to a negative 
value, for example: -0.05Pa, this way vacuum pump will come to work and recovery will be 
faster and more effective.  
（3）Remaining space of Drain Oil Bottle: since during recovery, oil will also be 
automatically drained out, in an another words, after recovery, machine will automatically 
start to drain oil, so remaining space of Drain Oil Bottle is displayed to remind workers to 
pay attention to the drain oil bottle, if necessary workers should empty the bottle then 
proceed the process.  



3.After 
you input and confirm three display is correct, press confirm to go to next step. Please see 
below picture:  
（1）Grams of recovered refrigerant will be displayed in the area for displaying refrigerant 
recovered.  
（2）High and low pressure gauges will show present air-con system pressure at same time  

（3）Machine will start to do recovery, press START to begin. 

 



4.Check the below picture: After you press START key, machine will automatically start to 
recover, at same time, grams of refrigerant recovered will be displayed in the area for  
Displaying refrigerant recovered. This value can be used as a reference to judge if the 
amount of refrigerant in air-con system of a car before service was in a normally range. It 
can also be used to judge if car air-con system has leakage before service. 

 
5.Check the below picture: after recovery is complete, machine will automatically drain oil, 
if the drain oil bottle is full, screen will automatically show: “Drain Oil Bottle is full, please 
empty the bottle, press START to continue. 

 



6.After draining oil is complete, screen will show “Draining oil complete”, press exit to quit, 
operation of recovery is finished. 

 
6 Method for vacuuming the air-con system  
In order to charge refrigerant of maximum purity to air-con system, so that air-con system 
can work much better, we need to remove all impure refrigerant, water, etc. in air-con 
system, therefore before we charge air-con system, we need to do vacuuming to air-con 
system. Operation steps is a following:  
1.Press vacuum, and confirm. 

 



2.After press confirm key, screen will display 5 items as shown in below picture:  
（1）Vacuum time: this time can be modified according to different cars and service 
requirements.  
（2）Vacuum stop pressure: the default value is 0.00Pa this value can also be modified 

according to the actual needs, it can also be changed to a negative value, for example: -
0.01Pa, at this situation vacuum will only stop when machine senses the pressure of air-con 
system reaches this negative value, this way the effectiveness of vacuum will be more 
thorough.  
（3）Vacuum hold time: this intelligent air-con service machine has a very good function: 
leakage detection by vacuuming. This function can help service people to quickly find if an 
air-con system has any leakage. The theory of this function is that after vacuuming is 
finished, service people can check vacuum holding condition of air-con system during the 
pressure hold time set by them. if the pressure reduction of air-con system during the set 
time does not exceed the amount of leakage for pressure holding, it means the air-con 
system has no leakage. This will avoid complicated leakage detect of service people, and 
reduce service time. If service people do not want to use this function, they can set the 
amount of leakage for vacuum hold pressure to zero.  
（4）The amount of leakage for vacuum hold pressure function is the same as above.  

（5）Vacuum with loss and vacuum without loss: This function can be used or not used 
according to actual service situation of a car. If you can be sure the refrigerant in air-con 
system is quite pure, you can choose vacuum without loss, if you can’t be sure of the 
purity of the refrigerant in air-con system, you should choose vacuum with loss, so to 
ensure the purity of refrigerant in the inside tank of the machine. 

 



3.Press confirm key, screen will show the information in the picture below: 

 
4.After vacuum is finished, screen will show “vacuum complete” as picture below, now 
this function is complete. 

 



7 Method for charging refrigerant oil and refrigerant to air-con 
system  
You can only charge refrigerant oil and refrigerant to air-con system after vacuum is 
finished. The operation method is introduced as picture below:  
1.Select charge function and confirm. 

 
2.After you press confirm key, screen will show the below information: Input amount of 
refrigerant oil:  
（1）Now you need to check the display of the remaining amount of refrigerant oil, if 
remaining amount is not enough for charging, the operation is not valid.  
（2）When you choose the refrigerant oil, you must choose good oil for air-con system. 
Otherwise it will cause serious problems to every part of air-con system.  
（3）The amount of refrigerant oil injected in data base is only for a reference, in actual 
service of a car, the amount of oil injected should be based on the service manual of the car 
manufacturer.  



 
 
3.Press confirm, screen will show the following information of refrigerant charging input 
interface  
（1）There will be keys to select the way of charging: you can select low pressure charge or 
high and low pressure charge.  
（2）For dual system machine, screen will show two ways to charge which is charging from 
inside tank or charging from outside tank for you to choose.  
（3）Selection key for data base reference  

（4）Amount of refrigerant charge must be based on the service manual of the car 
manufacturer.  



                                
4.Press confirm, screen will show: “machine will start to inject refrigerant oil and 
refrigerant, press START to begin.” 

                



5.After you press START key, machine will automatically charge refrigerant oil and 
refrigerant. When charge is complete, screen will show “Charge complete”. 

8 Method for using comprehensive functions  
1.Introduction: this machine is called intelligent is because with this machine you can select 
a single function or comprehensive functions, it is convenient for service people to do every 
kind of operation, this makes service and maintenance of air-con system faster and much 
more effective. The below information will introduce a fully automatic operation of this 
machine (one press operation).  
In real service, if you do one function at a time, this will make service people to do a lot of 
unnecessary repeat work. It will waste a lot of time. So, with this machine, we can select all 
the functions, and input values and information required, then we press one key, machine 
will complete all the functions, this makes service very fast and effective.  
Normally except leak test function, other function can be selected all together. Please see 
the below picture, recover, flush, vacuum, and charge can be selected all together, or you 
can select two functions at a time, that is: recover and flush, vacuum and charge. The 
difference of these two is that when service people cannot find service manual of a car, and 
cannot be sure accurately how much refrigerant oil and refrigerant should be charged, if 
they choose the first selection, they will be able to find the reference amount of refrigerant 
to be charged according to the amount of refrigerant recovered, and also they can estimate 
the reference amount of refrigerant oil to be charged according to the amount of oil drained 
out, this way service people 
 



will not input the amount of oil and refrigerant charged without any base. At the same time, 
it will help serve people to find a series problem in air-con system caused by charging 
inaccurate amount. This will help serve people to adjust next service plan.  
2.Operation steps  
Please see the below picture, you will learn the method of one press operation: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Select all functions except leak detection as shown above in the picture, then press confirm 
key, screen will show interfaces for input value and information of flush, recover, vacuum, 
refrigerant oil injection and refrigerant charge functions. After service people has input all 
values and information, then press confirm key, machine will automatically do flush, 
recovery, vacuum and charge. This will greatly reduce the service time. This is why this 
machine is called a fully automatic and intelligent unit. 
 


